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ABSTRACT 

Two spanish nuclear power plants (two 
PWR units each one) have planned to change 
their Westinghouse D-3 steam generators (SGo 
henceforth) for a new model, 61W/D3 from 
Siemens/KWU (SGn henceforth), during 1.995 
/ 1.997. 

This is the reason why TECNATOM has 
developed, during 1 . 9 9 4 ' s last term, a new 
software for the full scope simulator that 
incorporate the modifications related to the 
steam generator substitution programme. This 
allows an anticipated training on the 
procedures, not only for normal, but for 
emergency procedures. 

As it is a component which has not yet 
been included in these plants, there are not 
real references or operative experience data. 
Therefore, the design of the validation strategy 
was one of the key points in this work. 

INTRODUCTION 

From the thermohydraulic point of view 

the new and old steams generators are very 
different. The SGn does not have preheater, 
his tubes are longer and defines a bigger heat 
transmission surface. The SGo has two 
connections wi th feed water (in riser region 
and in downcomer region) instead the new 
model has only one (in downcomer region) for 
both the principal andthe auxiliary feed water. 

The operation is also different. The SGn 
has a reference level program constant wi th 
power (variable in SGo), liquid mass in the 
secondary side of SGn at full power is smaller 
than in SGo and lower tap connection for 
narrow level instrumentation is under the upper 
part of the U-tubes. 

The set points and the logic of the 
associated systems of protection and control 
also change. 

The associated systems of main and 
auxiliary feedwater change its geometry and 
their connection wi th SG. Two new bypass 
valves appear. 

The licensed operating crews of this 
four units are being trained at TECNATOM's 
full scope simulator. In order to have this 
personnel adequately trained we have planned 
the development of a new simulation model 
that includes these changes and the integration 



wi th ail the other models. This allows an 
anticipated training of the operating crews, 
obtaining a reference about the new plant 
behaviours. 

The development of this new model had 
the following characteristics: 

1. The new software must be able to 
train in the normal and in the emergency 
procedures. For this reason the simulation of 
the new equipments wi th his physical and 
logic changes must be included. 

2. As the simulator 's reference plant 
wil l change their SG in 1.996, the official 
licensed training, not the anticipated one, must 
be done, during a year, wi th the SGo model. 
Therefore a basic criterion for the development 
of the new training software was not to 
change the control room hardware. 

3. As we d o n ' t have any operational 
data or experience in transients with the new 
model, it was necessary to define a validation 
strategy to ensure the quality of the 
anticipated training and guarantee the results 
obtained. 

4. All the development has been done 
compatible wi th future works. That means that 
new models will be directly used when a new 
official software will be done at the end of the 
steam generator programme substitution in the 
s imulator 's reference plant. 

DEVELOPMENT 

We would like to remark three points in 
the project of software substitution of steam 
generators: 

a) Simulation of news equipments and 
systems. 

T h e r m o h y d r a u l i c s i m u l a t i o n in 

TECNATOM for training is formed by two kind 
of models and some communication programs 
between them. We call "advanced models" to 
the components simulated by a real t ime, six 
equations code, TRACPWR, for t w o phases. 
This models run in a workstation HP-747 under 
UNIX operating system. The core (including a 
three dimensional neutronic code), the vessel, 
primary loops {including the pressurizer), the 
primary and the secondary side of steam 
generators, and the main steam lines are 
included in this advanced simulation. 

The simulation for the liquid phase for 
the BOP systems is generated using f lownets 
utility. This models work for liquid phase, two 
conservative equations, running in two 
ENCORE 32/67 computers under MPX 
operating system. 

The interface between this two kind of 
models happens, in steam generator simulator 
model, in feed water tewels, and the 
communication of parameters between them is 
made by a TCP/IP communication system. 

Therefore, the substitution of the steam 
generator and associated changes obligated us 
to modify all the areas: advanced models, BOP - -
systems and communication programs. 

The first activity was the nodalization 
of the new steam generator wi th TRACPWR 
code. The principal constrain at this stage was 
related to the real time simulation necessity. 
That means that we cannot exceed, for every 
SGn, the number of nodes dedicated to every 
SGo. This upper limit, 31 nodes for primary 
and secondary side, could be maintained 
without problem due to the major simplicity of 
SGn (the main reason was that the new model 
doesn ' t have a preheater). For this reason we 
can use more nodes to simulate better other 
regions. For example, the new model uses the 
advanced code to simulate also the feed water 
line until the connection between principal an 
auxiliary feed water is made. The major 
improvement obtained with this enlargement of 
the scope occur in the simulation of transients 
wi th break of the feed water line. 

The next table shows the number of 



nodes dedicated to every region in the 
simulation of both steam generator models: 

old new 
D-3 61W/D3 

14 13 primary side 
9 6 riser 
5 6 downcomer 
2 1 separator 
1 2 steam dome 

- 3 fw line 

In figure 1. appears a schematic view of 
the SGn nodalization. 

In the main feedwater system there are 
two valves in SGn. The old one takes the level 
control at high power, while the new bypass 
valve takes the control at low power. There 
are also a new check valve and a new 
connection between the main and auxiliary 
feed water. All the previous connections, the 
logic for transference between them and the 
inferior SG tewel disappear. The logic of the 
level control system, is a three element logic in 
both models, but a new logic of transference 
between the bypass and the principal valves 
was incorporated. 

In auxiliary feed water there is a new 
bypass valve with the mission to guarantee a 
small continuous flow to the feed water tewel 
when there is not another contribution. 

Due to the differences between this 
t w o models of steam generators, other 
parameters associated wi th protection and 
control system also change. The most 
important are the new primary average 
temperature programme, and the new 
secondary steam pressure programme versus 
turbine power. The reference steam generator 
level is constant with power, and set points for 
low and high level also change. 

b) Using the old control room hardware to 
operate the new steam generator. 

As the hardware in the simulator 

control room c a n ' t be modified, we must 
studie the functional necessities to operate the 
SGn. The only problem appears with the level 
control because SGn has two valves, the old 
one for high power and a new one for low 
power, but as the new reference level 
programme is constant we could use the 
hardware for the old reference level controller 
to operate this new valve. 

The hardware related with the inferior 
tewei or related with the old connection 
between main and auxiliary feedwater are 
inhibited in the new modef. 

In auxiliary feed water there is also a 
new bypass valve. Now its operation is done 
using a remote function from the console of 
instructor. 

c) Validation. 

As now we don ' t have real data from 
the reference nuclear power plant, nor 

— .operational experience ,-the_validati on strategy 
was defined-with two phases.-

In the first phase we assure the 
qualitative quality for the anticipate training. At 
this phase we made two different activities. 
First we verified the good agreement of 
representative parameters (secondary liquid 
mass, recirculation ratio, or secondary pressure 
versus steam flow) between our simulation 
model and reference data obtained from 
constructor estimation in different steady 
states. In figure 2. appears the results obtained 
for the secondary side liquid mass versus de 
steam f low. In the second activity we 
validated the behaviour of the whole model in 
transients. The reference data for this activity 
was obtained from the simulation of similar 
transients running with best-estimated codes 
{RELAP5-mod3) by the engineering groups of 
the reference nuclear power plant. 

The transients were chosen due to their 
capacities to activate dynamic modes related 
to the thermohydraulics of the steam 



generator, or due to their capacities to set out 
behaviour differences between the old and the 
new steam generator models. Whit this major 
criterions we have selected these transients: 

Turbine trip. 
Load rejection. 
Loss of main feed water. 
Steam generator tube rupture. 
Blackout. 
Steam line break. 

Finally, in this phase, we have run the 
complete retraining programme. 

In the second stage, not done yet, we 
will make the tunning work, and will guarantee 
the quantitative quality for the operating 
licensed crews training. At this stage we will 
reproduce, and compare with plant data, the 
start up test that will be made when the first 
nuclear unit finishes its steam generator 
substitution programme during the last term of 
1.995. 

When this activity will be finished, and 
as the final stage of the validation programme, 
we will run the validation transients defined in. 
the ANSI 3.5 document. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The substi tut ion of the steam 
generators in two spanish nuclear power plants 
(two units each one) is a big change not only 
because of the magnitude of the modification, 
but also for the normal and the emergency 
operation procedures and for the new 
behaviour in transients. For this reason it is 
justified to do the necessary modifications in 
the software simulation programmes that 
enable us to make an anticipated training of 
the licensed operating crews. 

The necessity to validate this model and 
the absence of real plant data nor operational 
experience, obligate us to find new validation 
strategies that guarantees the anticipated 
training quality, in a way in which the training 
of the operating crews satisfied the objectives 
for this project: to receive training about the 
new behaviours with the new equipments and 
about the modifications in the operating 
procedures. 
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